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Abstract

Savonius wind turbine innovation integrated in a
constructed nano grid system. 

Oskar Andersson

A nanogrid system for supplying neutrino detectors on Antarctica with electricity is 
designed and built. The nanogrid system could later on be implemented in various 
configurations where suppling electricity to neutrino detectors is one area of use. 
The energy system that is acting on site in Antarctica is based around solar panels 
to provide power to the measuring equipment. However, providing electricity in 
such a way is not optimal due to its failure in delivering electricity at times. A 
nanogrid that can stand the demands of constant energy supply to the 
measurement station are therefore constructed. The energy sources that are 
integrated into the nanogrid are an innovation in vertical axis wind turbine and 
photovoltaics. The wind turbine innovation is tested under real conditions for the 
first time. In the constructed nanogrid, there are also integrated energy storage 
consisting of battery cells that are coupled together to a coherent unit. 
Measurement equipment is also implemented for analyzation of acting wind turbine 
as well as different types of safety equipment for redundancy in the system. In the 
nanogrid, a rectifier for AC to DC transformation is constructed. An inverter for DC 
to AC transformation is also implemented for supplying electricity to the 
equipment that are acting on the grid. 

The system is tested under real conditions. The whole system could observe 
partially function and configurated well to the various parts of the whole system. 
Further optimisation of some parts of the system from the prototype is needed.

Tryckt av: Uppsala Universitet
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Examinator: Tomas Nyberg
Ämnesgranskare: Hans Bernhoff
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Popular Scientific Summary in Swedish 
 

Vid isolerade platser så kan det ses fördelaktigt att applicera ett mindre transmissionsnät 

frånkopplat större transmissionsnät. Det kan vara ur ett rent ekonomiskt perspektiv eller där 

inkoppling till nätet ges som alltför komplext. Ett litet nät eller nanogrid för implementering på 

Antarktiskt för att tillhandahålla elektricitet till en mätstation under dygnets alla timmar är 

genom detta arbete konstruerat. Det finns dock flertalet andra appliceringsområden där 

systemet anses som passande för implementering. 

 

Arbetsprocessen för att verkställa ett fungerande system gick till på så sätt att först så 

konstruerades de olika delsystem. Delsystem till vilka var vitala för konstruktionen testades i 

ett tidigt stadium. Litteraturstudie genomfördes parallellt för att säkerhetsställa att 

komponenterna till delsystemen och det enhetliga systemet konfigurerades utifrån en teoretisk 

bakgrund. Delsystemen implementerades på plats till ett större enhetligt system. Hela systemet 

testades sedan följaktligen och samband utifrån systemets drift kunde uppfattas. 

 

Systemet genererar elektricitet utifrån två energislag. En innovation inom vindturbiner står för 

en del av genereringen och där solceller står för den andra delen. Energilagring implementeras 

i systemet för att lagra energin från vindturbinen och solcellerna och ge ut elektricitet till last 

utifrån behov. System för konvertering mellan växel och likspänning integreras men även 

säkerhetssystem för att verkställa så att systemet arbetar under säker drift. 

 

Från resultaten så kan det framföras att det konstruerade systemet kunde implementeras och 

testas. Vid test av systemet så kunde det framhävas att systemet fungerade tillfredställande men 

där optimering av flertalet komponenter är av behov. 

 

 

Definitions 
*VAWT Vertical axis wind turbine 

*BMS Battery management system 

*PV Photovoltaics  

*Tsr Tip speed ratio 

*AH Ampere hours 

*DC Direct current 

*AC Alternating current 

*DG Decentralized generation 

*Cp Coefficient of power 

*EMF Electro-motive-force 

*MPPT Maximum power point tracking 

*SOC State of charge  

*AM Arithmetic mean value 

*RPM Revolutions per minute 

*Mos-Fet Metal oxide field effect transistor 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Project description 
The goal of this project is to design, build and test a nanogrid system. The nanogrid system 

could later on for example, be implemented in Antarctica for supplying neutrino detectors with 

electricity when it’s fully developed.  

 

The generation of electricity in the system will come from solar and wind power. The energy 

from the sun will be captured by solar panels. The right configuration and voltage levels from 

the panels will be reached with control equipment and transmitted to the energy storage. The 

energy from the wind will be captured in a vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) innovation that 

is based on the savonius wind turbine concept. The turbine will be tested under real conditions 

for the first time and implemented to the system with surrounding equipment for enabling 

symbiosis integration of energy storage.  

 

Protection equipment is also implemented for redundancy of safety equipment. Overload 

protection but also various breakers are included. An inverter is included in the system for 

powering transformation from DC to the desirable AC voltage for configuration to equipment 

that will act on the nanogrid. A load that will act on the grid for simulation of neutrino detectors 

are also implemented in the system.  

 

The main goal of the project is to develop a prototype of an innovating, functional and 

autonomous energy system for powering a measurement station in Antarctica. The work will 

be to investigate several aspects.  

*How well are the different parts of the system configured to each other. 

*Is the turbine in combination with the photovoltaic panels supplying a satisfying amount of 

power and is the system optimised?  

*Is there some conclusion that can be drawn outgoing from found information and are there 

some parts of the system that can fail to do its part? 

*Is the VAWT innovation working satisfying and is there something that needs to be 

adjusted? 

 

      

1.2 Background 
Nanogrid implementations are advancing in diversity and are nowadays occurring in various 

system configurations. Nanogrid systems are frequently used for purely isolated 

implementations. Nanogrid system is favoured when long distances make it unprofitable for 

connection to a larger grid. Nanogrid implementations are also favoured in backup systems 

where the system independent of the major grid can supply the need for electricity. [1] 

 

There is an actual need for supplying electricity to neutrino detectors for a research project in 

Antarctica. Solar panels are now installed as a way to meet the main supply of electricity that 

the detectors need and in the summer the demand can be met. However, the solar panels are 

only able to supply the electricity demand part of the time. There is still a need for another 

source of electricity for the measurement station to operate optimally, especially during the 

polar nights. For this reason, a constructed savonius wind turbine with the effect of 10 watts is 

installed. However, the system is in need of a greater amount of power from the turbine to be 

able to operate optimally and the implementation of a system that can deliver a satisfying 

amount of electricity is therefore needed to be implemented. [2] 
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2 Theoretical background 

2.1 Nanogrid 
Nanogrids are built on a decentralized concept. In the nanogrid, there are usually only a few 

consumers involved and the grid has its own energy source. Other characteristic features for 

the nanogrid is that an energy storage is often included, and a smart control system is 

implemented for autonomous control. The nanogrid is usually isolated but also occur as an 

integrated part in a nationwide grid where the support from the larger grid varies depending on 

need of power. A common trait in nanogrids is the ability to operate as Direct current (DC), 

alternating current (AC) or as a hybrid system with a combination of different operation 

technics. 

 

The nanogrid have a configurated system similar to a microgrid system. The systems are 

operating with decentralised generation where the generated power is placed close to 

consumers. The nanogrid can be distinguished from the microgrid from the scale of the grid, 

where the nanogrid is smaller than the microgrid. The nanogrid can for example support a small 

building where the microgrid is able to support a larger commercial building. Energy sources 

based on fossil fuel are common in microgrids for backup power applications. The backup 

power is supplying vital parts in the society when the demand for electricity can’t be met by 

the main grid. The nanogrid consist of a small amount of decentralised generations (DG) for 

power production. The nanogrid can also consist of a gateway for enabling support from larger 

grid but also controller for optimal operation. [33] 

 

Renewable energy sources that are integrated are mainly acting as baseload in nanogrid 

applications where energy storage optimally is included. Nanogrid systems that are highly 

functional and that are optimised could lead to higher reliability and lower cost. Construction 

of nanogrid for fully autonomous operation leads to several important insights of different 

parameters.  

 

Nanogrid concepts could be a natural effect that follows of larger use of renewable energy 

sources as DG in the systems. The systems that are present today are mainly disposed of a 

Centralised generation of electricity. Centralised generation is done in a hierarchical and 

vertical way where the energy comes from large powerplants and transformed down to 

customers. Renewable energy as DG sources are occurring more frequently. The DG is focused 

on smaller generation units with various voltage levels, which leads to transformation to a new 

kind of grid. The natural follow of coupling DG units to the grid is variants of subsistence 

nanogrids where the generation and consummation of electricity are isolated from the larger 

grid. The nanogrid in a well functional structure will lead to less powerline cost for the ones 

acting on the nanogrid. There will also be higher self-governance on how to supply equipment 

with electricity. [3] 

Minigrid applications can be observed in Puerto Rico where innovative system solutions occur 

for supplying the island with electricity on a well functional way. This is done after hurricanes 

affected the access of electricity in vast amounts. There are several minigrids constructed on 

the island, which comprises of small partially self-sufficient systems. Minigrids are considered 

as larger than nanogrids but except that they function much in the same way. There have been 

large oil powerplants on the island which were applied on a centralised transmission system. 

The lower emission but mainly the lower cost and higher stability are after the large hurricanes 

leading to a transformation to a DG grid focused on photovoltaics (PV) and energy storage for 

supplying the islands electricity demand.[4]  
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2.2 Savonius wind turbine Construction 
The savonius wind turbine is a VAWT drag type turbine. The blades are constructed as two 

half cylinders where the two halves laying imbricated with each other. The axis of the turbine 

is a horizontal centered in the construction. There is always one frontside acting towards the 

wind with a higher drag force than the backside. It leads to rotation around the centralized axis. 

The savonius construction will cause a high torque but will not enable the fastest rotation. This 

leads to benefits where the turbine will handle strong winds without being damaged. The 

savonius rotor is robust and is optimally used under harsh conditions compared to other 

alternatives.  [5] 

 

The specific savonius turbine innovation is 2 meters high and has a diameter of 1 meter. The 

turbine is characterised by its twisted cut for a reduction in vibrations, noise and torque 

fluctuations. The construction with the twisted blades that is azimuthally increased around the 

rotation axis has a self-starting capability, which is important for optimal operation. [5] 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The savonius turbine. The wake from the wind that is acting on the turbine can be seen in the right of 
the figure.[5]  
 

2.2.2 Efficiency 
The wind power coefficient (Cp) of a standard savonius wind turbine is around 0,05-0,3. The 

coefficient is based on electrical power produced by the turbine divided by the total amount of 

wind power. Betz law is describing the relationship for how much of the energy content in the 

wind is theoretically possible to extract. The maximal Cp according to betz law is 0,59. [8] 

 

2.2.3 Tip speed ratio (Tsr.) 
The Tsr is the relationship between the tip speed and the acting wind speed on the turbine. From 

the tip speed ratio a relationship for observation of actual Cp for the turbine occurs. [8] 

 

2.2.4 Power formulas of wind turbines 
The power that is available from the turbine for generation of electricity. 

Eq.1  Power in(w) =1/2*r*v3[8] 

! is the airdensity=1,25m 

V is the windspeed 
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The power that the turbine is able to convert to electricity. 

Eq.2 Power out(w)=Cp*Pin [8] 

 

2.2.5 Angular frequency 
The frequency of the electrical motor force (EMF) generated in the electrical windings are 

directly related to the poles in the generator. 

 

Eq.3 " = $%
&'
	 [9] 

" stands for the electrical frequency in Hertz. [Hz] 

) stands for the speed. [RPM] 

*	stands for the numbers of pole pairs. 

 

2.3 Wind resources  
2.3.1 Cup anemometer 
Cup anemometer consists of cups that are connected to a vertical shaft that rotates differently 

depending on acting wind speed at the instrument.  

 

The information of the mechanical rotational movement is transformed into an electrical signal 

by a transducer and transported to a logger for storage of amplitude and frequency values. From 

the signal, predetermined multiplier and measured offset a conversation of a signal into wind 

speed can be actualised. [10] 

 

2.3.2 Datalogger  
The data are stored locally in the data logger. The assembled information can then be transferred 

to a remote device for further analysing. Transmitted information makes it possible for 

inspecting information without making frequent visits on sight. The internal storage of the data 

logger is at least enough for 40 days of operation. [11] 

 
2.4 Solar panels 
Energy from solar panels is regarded as a renewable energy source. The energy source uses 

radiation from the sun for generation of electricity. When photons, which are particles that come 

with the light, knock electrons free from atoms a flow of electricity is created. The solar panel 

consists of PV which are linked together to a larger unit. PVs are made in various creations. 

The most common types of PVs are made out of silicon. Different polarities and loads between 

the layers in the cell can be achieved by doping a layer. Different charges and the physical law 

for equalizing the charges are then used for generating electricity. [30] 

 
2.5 Rectifier 
2.5.1 Full wave rectifier bridge 
A full wave rectifier consists of diodes that are configurated so that the AC voltage can be 

transformed into DC. The power diodes let only the current pass in one direction. The result of 

the full wave rectifier bridge can be identified as one of the halves in a sinusoidal period is 

turned to the other side. The whole period of the signal is then only consisting of positive values. 

The figure 2 underneath illustrates it in a pedagogical way where the outgoing signal in the 

lower part of figure is a result of the diode configuration of the upper part of the figure. [13] 
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2.5.2 Capacitor 
The characteristic of the capacitor can be described as following. When the current flows into 

the capacitator the component is getting charged. When the current stops flowing to the 

capacitor then the capacitator will discharge over time. [13] In figure 2 the smoothing capacitors 

can be identified. 
 

 

Figure 2. are showing a full wave rectifier, the effect of the smoothing capacitor is also illustrated in the lower 
part of the figure. 
 

The voltage over the capacitors can be calculated according to Eq. 4 

Eq. 4 E=
+,∗.
/

 [15] 

 

2.5.3 Diodes 
A diode consists of an anode and a cathode. The two sides of the diode are frequently called P 

and N. The two sides have an inherent voltage difference and a barrier layer in between. The 

diode will lead current in one direction when the reverse voltage is covered. The diodes that are 

applied for rectifying are constructed with a relatively large areas for high current transportation 

between the anode to the cathode. [15] 

 

The Zener diodes use the inherent characteristic of a diode, where the diode can be modified 

depending on what voltage level it is going to withstand before Zener breakthrough. When the 

voltage level is reached then the electrons from the P layer will loosen and travel to the N layer. 

The Zener diodes are therefore used for obtaining a special voltage level. [16] 

 
2.5.4 MOS-FET 
Mos- field effect transistors consist of P and N doped substrate. When the gate is affected in a 

certain way depending on N or P doped transistor, then the electrons will travel from source to 

drain. Transistors could be observed used as actors where control voltage on gate effect the 

transportation of electrons. [17]  

 

2.6 DC/DC conversion 
The DC/DC conversation are enabled due a maximum power point tracking device (MPPT). 

The MPPT can prolong the life cycle of a battery and improve the system performance. The 

MPPT algorithm holds the ability for DC/DC transformation with an energy efficiency of 98%. 

There is safety equipment integrated into the construction for counteract overcharging and over 

discharging of the battery package. [18]  
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2.7 Energy storage 
2.7.1 Lithium phosphate cell 
The battery can transform electrical energy to chemical energy and the other way around. The 

battery is built up from voltaic cells. The voltaic cells are consisting of a positive and negative 

terminal and immersed in the electrolyte. The open circuit voltage, which is equal to the EMF, 

can be measured between the positive and negative terminal. The lithium phosphate cell has a 

long life span and is effective. The Cell that is used has a capacity of 100Ah and a nominal 

voltage of 3.2 volts. [20] 

 

2.7.2 BMS 
A battery management system (BMS) is needed for safety in battery configurations. In series 

coupled battery stacks consisting of energy-dense batteries the importance of balancing system 

occurs. 

The BMS is equalizing the voltage over the cells in the battery pack. The system is balanced 

when all the cells require the same state of charge (SOC). In the case of an unbalanced system, 

the batteries will be damaged, and the capacity of the cells will decrease. [22] 

 

The cell modules are directly mounted on the terminals of the batteries and consist of a cell 

voltage measurement circuit as well as an internal temperature sensor. Top and bottom isolators 

are optical sensors that can allow serial communication directly between cell modules and the 

control unit. The closed loop current sensor is mounted between terminals in a serially coupled 

battery package. The Bluetooth module enables wireless communication and remote 

visualizing of real-time measurement. [22] 

  

2.7.3 Serial coupled batteries 
Serial coupled batteries are coupled from the first batteries negative pole to the positive pole of 

the second battery and so on. The voltage from the composition is then collected from the 

positive pole on the first battery to the negative pole on the second battery. The voltage over 

the batteries will in this composition increase. In the same way of coupling batteries, a chain of 

serially coupled batteries could be connected. 

 
2.7.4 Parallel coupled batteries 
Parallel coupled batteries are coupled from the positive pole of the first battery to the second 

battery positive pole and from the first batteries negative pole to the second battery negative 

pole. The voltage over the batteries will not increase in such a connection. The capacity of the 

energy storage will though increase.  

 

2.8 Electrical formulas 
2.8.1Ohms law 
Eq.5  0 = 1 ∗ 2	[24] 

V is the voltage. 

R is the Resistance. 

I is the current. 
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2.8.2Power formula 

Eq.6 3 = 0 ∗ 2 = 1 ∗ 2/ = 4,

5
	 [24] 

V is the voltage. 

R is the Resistance. 

I is the current. 

P is the power. 

 
2.8.3 RMS 

Eq.7 0167 = 4,

√/
  [25] 

v^ is the peak value. 

VRMS is the RMS value. 

 

2.9 Mathematical formulas 
2.9.1 Mean value  
Eq.8 96 = :

$
∑ <$
=>: i [26] 

AM is the mean value. 

n is the amount of number. 

ai is the number in the specific place in the index. 

 

2.9.2 Standard deviation 

Eq.9  s = ?∑@ABCD
$

  [27] 

s is the standard deviation. 

Xk is the values. 

AM is the average value. 
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3 Implementation of equipment 
The implementation of the equipment was done on the roof of Angstroms according to the 

latitude coordinates (N 59° 50' 21.13", E 17° 39' 0.34"). Figure 3 below illustrates the sight 

but also the difference before and after the implementation of equipment. 

 
Figure 3. The figure above illustrates me and the difference before and after the implementation of equipment on 
site. 
 
3.1 Wind measurement 
Wind measurements were executed by applying an anemometer and extract relevant wind 

information from the instrument. The anemometer was of cup type and consisted of three cups 

that were connected to a vertical shaft that rotates differently depending on acting wind speed 

at the instrument. The anemometer was though offline when full implementation of the system 

was applied. Wind information were therefore indicated and approximated from an acting wind 

station nearby which were approximative. The information that could be extracted for the wind 

measurement where wind power and wind direction which also provided more information than 

the anemometer on its own were able to provide. [28] 

 

3.2 Wind turbine implementation 
Outgoing cables from the turbine were first adjusted in the workshop. The adjustment of the 

outgoing cables from the generator was done for greater ability to handle high windspeed. 

Larger conductor area appeared to handle the amount of current better that will come high 

winds. The implementation of the turbine on site was then accomplished in several steps. The 

turbine was first transported to the roof with a crane to the site where the turbine should be 

mounted. The turbine was then hoisted into place and mounted on a lattice tower. The mounting 

of equipment was first mounted on the lattice tower where a loop where applied outgoing from  

 

the mounting equipment for attachment of the turbine to the tower. The turbine where mounted 

according to attain good wind conditions. [29] The wind turbine where therefore mounted with 

some distance away from limiting objects, to avoid the worst turbulent winds. When mounting 
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the turbine, the vertical shaft lost its position. After controlling that the rotor and stator had the 

same desirable relationship for a desirable smooth rotation then the turbine where mounted. A 

clamp was constructed for controlling that the vertical shaft didn’t lose its position again. The 

cables from the generator were connected to a mounted short circuit breaker on the turbine. 

From the short circuit breaker there was a cable connected that were going to a control house 

where the combined rectifier and overload protection board was placed.  

 

3.3 Wind turbine measurement equipment 
Measurement equipment for real-time observation of relevant information regarding the 

turbine’s operation is in further development also going to be mounted on the turbine. The 

measurement equipment is based on Arduino where information due to code and storing devices 

are stored for identification of results in real time. 

  

3.4 Solar panels (PV) implementation 
3.4.1 PV Installation 
The PVs were mounted in 40 degrees tilt. There was a tree-stance constructed according to 

reach the tilt. The construction was designed with two beams that were parallel with top and 

bottom of the solar panels. There were also mounted shorter planks transverse for the stability 

of construction.  The solar cells were then mounted on the stance with L profiles and cables 

between the solar panels and the house were drawn. The solar panels were coupled in series 

pair of two. There were two panels pair which were parallel coupled.  

 

The choice of solar panels and the amount of panels where done according to power calculation 

seen below. The solar panels should match the wind turbines outgoing power and the loads 

demand of electricity for optimal operation.  

 

Four panels of Eco Line 275 Wpoly were chosen due to optimal comparison with the wind 

turbine that will deliver 500-1000 watt depending on acting wind on the turbine. Four PV cells 

will then generate 1000W(250W/panel*npanels). [30] In figure 3 the mounted PVs and cable 

arrangements are visualized. 
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Figure 3. PV arrangement and cable installation are illustrated. 
 

3.4.2 DC/DC converter installation 
The DC/DC converter with the MPPT algorithm was installed in the control house between the 

solar panels and the battery pack for energy storage. The DC/DC converter worked as safety 

equipment where it controlled the PV in relationship to the energy storage. The DC/DC 

converter could then be adjusted for the Lithium-phosphate batteries. At the input of the DC/DC 

converter the four PVs with two serial coupled PVs in each parallel coupled circuit were 

applied. The energy storage was also coupled to the DC/DC converter. 
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3.5 Rectifier and power regulation board 
3.5.1 Rectifier construction 
The Rectifier was constructed with a full wave rectifier bridge. There were also integrated three 

smoothing capacitors that was making the output DC voltage with a more stable characteristic. 

The rectifier was integrated between the wind turbine and the energy storage for the realisation 

of the vital transformation to DC voltage suitable for the battery pack. The value of the 

capacitors was calculated according to Eq.4 seen in table 1. Figure 4 is visualizing the board 

with components to enable conversion from AC to DC and power regulation. Figure 5 

represents a schematic view of the board. 

 

  

Components Rectifier/Power regulation 
S(C1,C2,C3)=> 

Eq.4   E=
+,∗.
/
		=>  C=

E∗/
+,

 

 

20V ∗ 2
300/

 
0,04444=44,44mF 

See figure 5  

R2,R3 and R4 3,3W See figure 5 

R1 1W See figure 5 

R5 0,01W See figure 5 

 Table 1. The component values can be identified in the table. 
 

  

 

Figure 4. The rectifier and power regulation board are visualised. 
 

Figure 5. Observation of connection diagram for rectifier and power regulation board. The schematic figure is 
constructed in LT-spice. 
 
3.5.2 Power regulation 
There was also an integrated power regulation circuit on the board. Transistors were integrated 

into the power regulation which were activated when the high injurious voltage from the turbine 

where actualised due to Zener diode that could withstand a specific voltage level. Protecting 

resistors were then installed for handling the unwanted power from the power regulation circuit. 

The protecting resistors transformed the unwanted power into heat. The transistors were 

activated when a voltage higher than 20V occurred. In the right side of the circuit in figure 5 

above and in the visualised board in figure 4 the effect regulation can be identified. 
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3.6 Inverter implementation 
The inverter was applied between energy storage and a load. The load was simulating the 

measurement station on Antarctica and consist of a radiator that were controlled with a timer 

for a moderate usage of load. The inverter was fabricated to give ca. 230 V to the load. 

 
3.7 Energy storage implementation 
3.7.1Battery connection 
The energy storage was first composited in a laboratory environment where eight batteries 

where serial coupled together. Three sets of batteries were created in the same way. The three 

packages were then coupled in parallel where the first plus pole for the three serial packages 

were coupled together and where the last minus pole of the three serial packages were coupled 

together. The seven poles in each package where then parallel connected to the other packages 

seven poles with a resistor between that where calculated suitable. The connections are 

presented in figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Illustrate the connections of the batteries and BMS.  
 

3.7.2 Battery management system 
The BMS was implemented. The cell controller boards were connected between the serial poles 

in one of the serial battery packages. There was also a current sensor connected in serial 

between two poles in the serial battery package. The modules were connected with cables 

through isolators to the main controller. The power supply for the main controller were provided 

for a 12 V battery. Bluetooth module were connected to the main controller for remote sensing 

of the battery pack. In figure 6 above the coupled BMS system could be seen. 

 
3.7.3 System test in laboratory environment 
The energy storage was tested in a laboratory environment for identifying and correcting of 

possible problems. The test was performed to observe if the package were loading in a satisfying 

way when external power supply where applied as a source for electricity to the battery. The 

package was also tested when the inverter and load were connected to the battery for identifying 

that the battery were discharged in a satisfying way.  
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A unit that was delivering 5A to the battery package where connected. The battery package was 

first measured 25,7 V before the unit where delivering electricity to the battery pack and 26,1 

after a minute of charging. The inverter and the load were then connected to the circuit which 

could be observed worked fine. The function control of the battery package declared thereafter 

as done. 

 

3.7.4 Implementation on site 
The whole equipment could then be implemented on site where the battery storage was placed 

in a box and some configuration of the battery storage were done to make it more suitable for 

the site. The eight last series coupled batteries were also connected in parallel to the main 

battery pack. The whole energy storage fully implemented can be seen in figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Illustrate the connections of the batteries and the BMS implemented on sight. The schematic figure is 
constructed in LT-spice. 
 
3.8 System configuration 
3.8.1 System Voltage 
The voltage level of the system where determined to optimally operate around 30V. The 

configuration of eight serial coupled batteries were therefore made. The choice of cells 

composition for reaching the required 30 V system were done according to information from 

the batteries datasheet but also from voltage measurement over each cell. Voltage measurement 

is shown in table 2 under and the mean voltage from the measurements are shown in table 3 

below. Table 4 is showing the voltage level of the DC system.  

 

                                     Cell voltage measured in laboratory environment. 
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 Cell 5 Cell 6 Cell 7 Cell 8 

3,61V 3,55V 3,66V 3,60V 3,54V 3,64V 3,61V 3,58V 

Table 2. Quantified measurement of 8 separable cells in laboratory environment. 
 

           Mean value calculation 

96 =
1
)
K<L =

<1 + <2 +⋯<)
)

$

=>:

 

O,&:QO,RRQO,&&QO,&QO,RSQO,&SQO,&:QO,RT
T

=3,5987 

Table 3. Are showing the mean value calculation, where AM stands for arithmetic mean value. 
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Main voltage for the system 
V/CellAM*nCells 3,6V/cell*8=28,8V 

Vmax *ncells 4V/Cell*8=32V 

Table 4. The systems main voltage outgoing from the mean value calculation is illustrated. The maximal voltage 
of the system is also shown. 
 

3.8.2 Cable dimensions 
The cables between the connection points where specially chosen from known power laws. 

Current, voltage or resistance were known, and the estimation of cables could therefore be 

made.  

 

For observation of ampere limits in comparison to cross-sectional area see table 5 and 

implemented cables to the system in Table 6.  In table 7 the values needed for calculations and 

in table 8 the calculations of current can be observed.  

 

Amperage limits in comparison to cross sectional area. 
1,5mm2 17A   [31] 

4mm2 32 A   [31] 

16mm2 75 A   [31] 

35 mm2 121 A   [31] 

Table 5. Amperage limits in comparison to cross-sectional area. Information are acquired from Draka cables. 
 

Cables implemented in the system. 
Type of cable Cross 

sectional area 

Connection points 

EKLQ,Halogen 

with shield, 5G 

4mm2 Between short circuit breaker and rectifier/over voltage board.  

EKLQ,Halogen 

with shield. 5G 

4mm2 Between connection box for PV and DC/DC converter 

Multi-core 16mm2 Between battery pack and inverter. 

Multi-core 32mm2 Between cells in battery package. 

Multi-core 0,75mm2 Parallel between cells in battery package. Resistor in between. 

Multi-core 4mm2 Between connection box and PV. 

Multi-core 4mm2 Between rectifier/effect regulation and battery package. 

Multi-core 4mm2 Between effect regulation and protecting resistances. 

EKLQ, Halogen 

with shield 3G 

1,5mm2 Between inverter and load. 

Table 6. Cables of interest that are implemented in the system are lined up. 
 

Parameters of interest for sizing of cables. 

PL1                                                        550W [30] 

Pout1 10m/s                    165W See table 15 for the calculation of the values. 

Vrms 7,0872V See table 14 for the calculation of the values. 
Ubat 27,70 See table 9 for the calculation of the values. 

UPV                     60V See table 9 for the calculation of the values. 

UL                     230V [32] 

Table 7. Parameters of interest for calculation of the current in the cables. 
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Calculated amperage in relation to cable limitation of amperage. 
VAWT                                    EKLQ, Halogen with shield, 5G  
Power 10m/s = Pout1 

Pphase => Pout1/2 

165Y
2

 
82,5W 

 

I= Pphase /U T/,RZ
[,\][^_

= 11,64A< 32A    =>OK 

Load                                    EKLQ, Halogen with shield 3G 
P2=U2/R 2302/57,7W 916,81W         

I=U/R 230/57,7W 3,98A< 17A    => OK 

Solar panels                            EKLQ, Halogen with shield, 5G  
PL1 275 W *2  550W            

I= PL1/UPV 550W/60 9,17A<33A.   => OK 

Battery package.                     Multi-core 
Capacity of 3 parallel coupled batteries. 3*100AH [31] 300AH 
Optimal discharge/charge current. X<50 A [31] 50A<121A (Depending, can be higher) 

Battery to inverter.                 Multi-core 
P3=UL

2/R 2302/57,7W 916,81W           
(Times two, due implementation of safety load) 

I=(P3*2)/Ubat 
916,81Y ∗ 2										

27,70
 

 

66,13A<75A  => OK 

Table 8. Calculated current in relation to current limitations in cables. See table 5 for current limits. 
 

3.8.3 Combination of systems 
The different parts were connected together with various technics for symbiosis operation. 

The cables were mounted with clips to the walls and with cable ties on a suitable way along the 

way to the energy sources. The cables were stripped with nippers and connected to the 

equipment. For several connections the cables were connected to plugs for connection in 

suitable sockets. In figure 8 the combination of systems in the operation room can be seen. 
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Figure 8. The combination of the systems is illustrated. The schematic figure is constructed in LT-spice. 
 

3.9 Load Implementation 
The load is visualising the measurement station in Antarctica. The radiator could be 

configurated with three alternatives. 57,7 ohms, 47,7 ohms and 26 ohms. 57,7 ohms were 

chosen for the implementation. The radiator was from a plug connected to a timer which further 

on where connected to a socket. The timer was included for regulating the power output. The 

radiator could therefore be activated in the right amount of time for the ability to simulating the 

measurement stations need of electricity in a rightfully way. From the socket the system was 

connected to the inverter for supplying the equipment with electricity. 

 

3.10 Safety system implementation 
Between the solar panels and the DC/DC converter there was integrated a five poles switch. 

This were done with monopolar breaking for securing that the system were turned off and 

current couldn’t flow in any direction.  

 

There was also integrated a contactor that should energize a radiator when the voltage over the 

battery was too high, operating as further redundancy and safety equipment. The contactor 

protection equipment seems as expanded protection and wasn’t operate in this stage of system 

development. A three-phase breaker was integrated outgoing from the wind turbine. This were 

done for safety and maintenance. The three-phase breaker was coupled to the outputs of the 

cables from the turbine so that short circuit of the windings was made possible. This were done 

for the safety and maintenance operations of the turbine. When the short circuit breaker are 

activated the turbine won’t rotate due to the fact that current just will go around in the windings 

and the electricity that where generated will be transformed into heat. 
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4 System tests. Execution and results. 
The system was fully tested 2 April 2019 at the Angstrom laboratory roof under real 

conditions. The execution and the result of the test are illustrated below.  

 

4.1 Solar panels launch 
The Solar panels where first on tested with configuration to the system. The solar panels were 

from the DC/DC converter connected to the battery pack. The five poles breaker were then 

put on. From the DC/DC converter and Fluke, relevant information could then be extracted. 

On table 9 down there can be observed that solar panels were not delivering anything to the 

DC/DC converter at the time 11.33. When the solar panels were then activated at the time 

11.35 with the five poles breaker then the PV could be observed to deliver electricity to the 

DC/DC converter. The voltage level on the battery package could also be observed to increase 

with the Fluke and the battery could be noticed being charged by the PVs. The radiation per 

meter is illustrated in figure 9 below. Under the system test, the radiation is observed to 800 

W/m2. 

 

 

Figure 9. The radiation on Marsta 5 kilometers north of Angstrom. 
 

The result from the execution of the solar panels launch could be observed below. Table 9 and 

figure 10 illustrate that the battery pack is charged with success. The inherent voltage in the 

battery pack can be observed to increase.  

 

Solar panels launch. 
Time PV Battery Fluke 

11.33  0V,0A O,1A, 26,37V 

11.35 17A,60V 3,34 A, 27,8V 27,42V 

11.40 16,2A,60V 34,11A 28,1 V 27,81 V 

11.44 16,4A,60V 34,5A,28,4V 27,94V 

Table 9.  Information acquired due DC/DC converter and the fluke are lined up. 
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Figure 10.  Charging of battery package due solar panels, visualised due information from the DC/DC converter 
and the fluke. 
 

4.2 Energizing of load 
The switch on the rectifier were then switched on and the load were supplied with electricity 

and the energy was transformed into heat. Table 10 and figure 11 illustrate the discharging of 

the batteries due to load activation.  

 

Energizing of load 
Time PV Battery Fluke 

12.03 16,54A,60V 33,7A, 28,2V 27,69V 

12.05 16,6A,60V 34,7A, 28,4V 27,13V 

12.07 16.7A, 59V,0.6kW 36.4A, 27.5V 26,97V 

12.21 16,9A, 60V, 0,8kW 36.2A, 27.3V 26.71V 

Table 10. Energizing of load. Time in relation to information acquired from the DC/DC converter and the fluke 
could be seen. 
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Figure 11. Discharging of battery package due energizing of load, visualised due information from DC/DC 
converter and the fluke from table 10. 
 

4.3 Wind turbine 
4.3.1 Wind turbine launch 
The voltage from the wind turbine were first measured on the outputs of the rectifier board 

when the short circuit breaker was turned off. The value and polarity of the voltage from the 

board were observed satisfying so configuration to the battery package were done. The 

voltage that was incoming to the rectifier were observed to 15.65V. 

 

When connecting the wind turbine to the battery pack. The positive pole was first connected, 

then the negative one. The system could be observed integrate both energy sources to the 

battery successfully. The battery package was charged from the solar panels and wind turbine.  

 
4.3.2 Wind measurement 
The red graph in figure 12 is showing the wind speed at 4 meters above the surface and the 

green graph are showing the wind speed for 1.7 meters above the surface.  

For the approximation of the actual wind speed acting on the wind turbine, the red graph will 

be used. In the graph above you can distinguish that for the relevant date the wind speed that 

is acting on the turbine is 10 m/s. 
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Figure 12. are showing the wind speed acting on Celsius weather station in Uppsala.  
 

The wind direction can be extracted from figure 13 below. At the actual date, the wind is 

coming from the south. 

 

 
Figure 13. The direction of the wind acting on the measurement equipment is visualised. 
 
4.3.3 Wind turbine and solar panels charging battery package.  
The wind turbine in combination with the solar panels were then activated. Table 11 in 

combination with figure 14 is illustrated that charging the batteries was done with success. 

When the load then was activated the voltage of the battery package dropped. The need for a 

fan occurred when the system was tested due to a large amount of heat secreting from the 

transistors. A fan was therefore applied over the three first batteries of the battery pack. The 

result from when the solar panels and wind turbine are charging the battery pack can be seen 

in table 11 and figure 14 below. 
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Wind turbine and solar panels charging battery package. 
Time Pv Battery Windturbine Fluke 

13.17 16,54A,60V 33,7A, 28,2V 15,7 V 27,62V 

13.31 16.6A, 58V 0.8kW 33.7A, 27V 15,65 V 27.90V 

13.34 16.6A, 58V 0.8kW 33.7A, 27V 17 V 27.96V 

Inverter coupled to the circuit 
(Fan also coupled to the circuit. Implemented over the three first batteries, 10 A and 9V.) 

 

14.30 15.3A, 62V, 1.5kW	
 

32.6A,28.2V  27.75V 

Table 11. Information from DC/DC converter, voltage measurement on the wind turbine and Fluke measurement 
over battery package are illustrated. 
 

 

 
Figure 14. Information from table 11 with the charging battery package is illustrated. Solar and wind power are 
charging the battery pack.  
 

4.3.2 Measurement of the turbine   
The voltage from the savonius turbine could then be measured on the inputs of the rectifier 

board for observation of variation of amplitude and sinusoidal structure off the signal. The 

graphs below in figure 15 and 16 are showing the measured voltage from one phase. From the 

graph, the period can be extracted as seen in table 12. 
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Figure 15. Voltage measurement on phase 1 on the wind turbine are illustrated. 
 
 

 
Figure 16. Voltage measurement on phase 2 on the wind turbine are illustrated. 
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Period on sinusoidal signal from wind turbine measurement 
Period time, phase 1 Ts1=0,715-0,323=0,385 s 

Period time, phase 2 Ts2=0,7303-0,345=0,3853 s 
Table 12. Calculated period outgoing from sinusoidal signals, see figure 15 and 16 for observation of the 
sinusoidal signals. 
 
The first nine top values that are measured on the wind turbine can be observed in table 13.  

The mean value and RMS value of the measurement could according to table 14 be 

calculated. 

 
Top value of wind turbine measurement 

 Phase 1 
Ampl. 1 Ampl. 2 Ampl. 3 Ampl. 4 Ampl. 5 Ampl. 6 Ampl. 7 

-10,18V 10,00V -9,81V 9,56V -10,27V 10,30V -10,04V 

 Phase 2 
Ampl. 1 Ampl. 2 Ampl. 3 Ampl. 4 Ampl. 5 Ampl. 6 Ampl. 7 

-9,26V 9,26V -9,08V 9,07V -9,74V 9,45V -9,19V 

Table 13. Top value for the two phase outgoing from the wind turbine. 
 

Mean and RMS value calculation. 

96a: =
1
)
K<L =

<1 + <2 +⋯<)
)

$

=>:

 
abs(−10,18V	) + 10,00V + abs(−9,81V) + 9,56V + abs(−10,27V) + 10,30V + abs(−10,04V)

7
 

=10,0229V 

96a/ =
1
)
K<L =

<1 + <2 +⋯<)
)

$

=>:

 
abs(−9,26V	) + 9,26V + abs(−9,08V) + 9,07V + abs(−9,74V) + 9,45V + abs(9,19V)

7
 

=9,2928V 

RMS value =>0RMS1=
4ijkk
√/

 

:','//l4
√/

=7,0872V 

RMS value=> VRMS2	=
4ijkk
√/

 
l,/l/Tm
√/

= 6,571V 

Table 14 Mean and RMS value calculation on voltage measurements on the wind turbine. Top values can be 
identified in table 13. 
 
4.3.3 Calculations wind turbine 
Figure 17 below shows the effectivity in relationship to Tsr. In table 15 below the Tsr for 

10m/s are calculated. The Cp value could then due to the calculated Tsr and due to the Tsr/Cp 

relationship observed in figure 17 be highlighted. Cp value of 0,1 are extracted from the 

Tsr/Cp relationship. For calculation of Tsr, the angular frequency per second and dimension 

of the turbine are included as well as acting wind speed on the turbine.  

 

The energy that the turbine is supplied with from the wind is calculated as Pin. From the 

approximated Cp value in relation to calculated Tsr, the outgoing power from the turbine, see 

table 15 could be calculated as Pout/m2. The swept area of the turbine could then be included 

for an approximation of Pout for the relevant wind turbine structure. 

 The frequency and RPM of the turbine for the relevant measurement at 10 m/s could then be 

calculated. It was done based from knowledge about the amount of poles pair for the turbine, 

there are seven pole pairs due to the fourteen poles in the generator. The frequency where also 

calculated outgoing from the actual period time from the sinusoidal signals in the 

measurement. For acknowledging of result see table 15 below.  
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Figure 17. Tsr in relationship to Cp. The Cp/Tsr relationship are apparent for an approximation of the actual 
turbine. 
 

 
Figure 18.  

A sketch of a conventional savonius wind turbine. It’s an approximation of the structure of the turbine that can 
be seen in the figure. The scale is 1:10. [5] 
 

The approximative sweep area (A) can be calculated from figure 18. 

(Sweep area=Height*diameter=2,2m*1,2m=2,64m2) 

The rated power for the turbine is 11-12 m/s, Tsr around 0,93 and 206 rpm. 
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                                    Tsr. for 10m/s 
Angular speed=w=

n
/op

 10q/s
2t ∗ 0,6q

 
2,64 rps 

Tsr=	u = 4pvwvp
4

= x∗y
4

 
2,64z*s ∗ 1,2q

10q/s
 

0,3168 

                                    Energy in wind incoming to turbine. 
Pin1

  =1/2*r*v3 ½*1,25 kg/m3*10m/s3 625 W/m2 

Pin2
  =1/2*r*v3 ½*1,25 kg/m3*20m/s3 5000 W/m2 

Pin2
  =1/2*r*v3 ½*1,25 kg/m3*30m/s3 16875 W/m2 

                                    Extracted energy from the wind per square meter. 
Pout1/m = Cp*Pin O,1*625W/m2 62,5 W/m2 

Pout2 /m = Cp*Pin O,1*5000W/m2 500 W/m2 

Pout3/m = Cp*Pin O,1*16875 W/m2 1687,5 W/m2 

                                    Extracted energy from the wind. 

Pout1=Pout1/m *A= 62,5 W/m2*2,64m2 165W 

Pout2=Pout1/m *A= 500 W/m2*2,64m2 1320W 

Pout3=Pout1/m *A= 1687,5 W/m2*2,64m2 4455W 

                                    Calculated frequency and RPM. 

Frequency 1/Ts 1
0,385

 
2,5973Hz 

" = {|
&'
=> ~ = �∗&'

|
        

/,RlÄOÅÇ∗&'
Ä

 22,2626 RPM 

Table 15. The energy from the wind and the utilized energy in the turbine. Tsr, frequency and RPM are also 
calculated. 
 

4.3.4 Power regulation and rectifier board. 
The power regulation could be observe worked properly. The voltage over the protecting 

resistances could observed increase when stronger winds were approaching. A transistor 

could be observed secrete a lot of heat and a fan were placed over the transistor. The heat of 

the transistor was noted come from the fast on and off turns.  

 

4.4 Function control BMS 
In table 16 below the voltage per terminal could be observed. From the measurements of the 

cell voltages, the mean value of the measurements could be calculated for a weighted cell 

voltage value. See table 16 for observation of cell voltage measurements and table 17 for the 

identification of calculations of the mean value for the cells. 

 

Voltage measurement over cells. 
Time Cell1 Cell2 Cell3	

 

Cell4 Cell5 Cell6 Cell7 Cell8 Cell 1-8 

14.50 3,5V 3,48V 3,49V 3,5V 3,47V 3,5V 3,46V 3,48V 27,9V 

14.55 3,59V 3,55V 3,57V 3,58V 3,55V 3,6V 3,74V 3,77V 28,9V 

Table 16 Voltage measurement over the cells. 
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From table 17 below it can be observed that the standard deviation is higher in the 

measurement where the dissimilar load with the 9 volts fan is applied over three batteries. The 

standard deviation after (sB) is larger than the standard deviation before the comparison(sA). 

From the information at hand the BMS could be observed not to worked as planned.  

 

Mean value and standard deviation calculation 

96É =
1
)
K<L =

<1 + <2 +⋯<)
)

$

=>:

 

O,RQO,STQO,SlQO,RQO,SÄQO,RQO,S&QO,ST
T

=3,485 

96E =
1
)
K<L =

<1 + <2 +⋯<)
)

$

=>:

 

O,RlQO,RRQO,RÄQO,RTQO,RRQO,&QO,ÄSQO,ÄÄ
T

=3,619 

sB = Ö
∑(Üá − 96É)/

)
 

Ö(3,5 − 3,485)
/ + (3,48 − 3,485)/ + (3,49 − 3,485)/ + (3,5 − 3,485)/ + (3,47 − 3,485)/ + (3,5 − 3,485)/ + (3,46 − 3,485)/ + (3,48 − 3,485)/

8
 

 

 

=0,014142 

sA = Ö
∑(Üá − 96E)/

)
 

Ö(3,59 − 3,619)
/ + (3,55 − 3,619)/ + (3,57 − 3,619)/ + (3,58 − 3,619)/ + (3,55 − 3,619)/ + (3,6 − 3,619)/ + (3,74 − 3,619)/ + (3,77 − 3,619)/

8
 

=0,080691 

Table 17. The mean value and standard deviation are calculated. The voltage levels can be identified in table 16. 
 

4.5 Safety equipment test. 
The short circuit breaker was function tested and worked fine. When the breaker was 

switched on a short circuit where caused and the turbine stopped immediately. 

 

The 5 poles breaker that caused disconnection when switched off where also function tested. 

The voltage where measured on the in and outputs off the breaker. The DC/DC converter 

were also illustrating that there were no current coming from the PVs when the breaker where 

disconnected. The contactor protection for further redundancy were not fully implemented 

and therefore not tested. 
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5 Discussion 
The solar panels worked well in configuration to the nanogrid. It occurs clear that the battery 

was charged well by the PVs. The five poles breaker made it possible for breaking the circuit 

and the DC/DC converter was optimal for the protection of batteries but also great for 

visualising results. Energizing of load worked well so it could be concluded that the chain of 

equipment around the inverter worked fine. 

 
The wind turbine launch gained good results where it occurs clear that the combination of PV 

and wind turbine worked satisfying. The rectifier card for delivering DC was also done with 

success. The power regulation on the board where although in need of further improvement. 

The gate on one of the transistors seems always on full duty with on and off switching which 

is leading to heat and not optimally for operation. A fan was installed for cooling. The diodes 

and the board need further research for the fully optimal configuration of the system. The 

cables and some components on the board should also optimally been upscaled. It where 

found from power calculations on high wind speeds. 

 

The battery package was working fine and could be seen as robust construction and coupled 

on an optimal way. The 30 Volt system with eight batteries in series times three parallel 

coupled was well fitted with all equipment. The BMS was not configurated in the right way 

and didn’t work in success. The system can be driven autonomous for several days, the 

system where although enhancing the unbalance over time which leads to uncertain operation 

over time. The BMS could therefore for optimal results be tested in an earlier stage. Testing 

the configuration when the function test of the battery package was present could be seen 

favourable. 
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6 Conclusions and outlook 
The main system worked with fully satisfaction. The whole system could observed work 

together for several days. The Rectifier/overload board are also needed for adjustment for 

fully optimal operation, the BMS are also need for an overlook and adjustment and the 

contactor protection for redundancy are in need for implementation for optimal protection. 

Fuses could also be included in the circuit for optimal safety. 

 

The system that is constructed is a rethinking system where the system can be described as a 

type of direct driven wind turbine system due conversation of AC/DC to DC/AC for 

supplying electricity to load. It is also done in a combination with an innovative nanogrid 

system where the generation of electricity is combined with energy storage and control, 

measuring devices, and safety equipment. 

 

The VAWT innovation could be observed work just fine under real conditions. Further 

analysis of operation is needed. 

 

 

Planning, implementation, and testing of the system gain good results. The prototype will 

need optimisations but supplying electricity to neutrino detectors in Antarctica are within 

reach. 
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